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Abstract 
In this paper we review the known examples of ovoids in PG(3, q). We survey classification 
and characterisation results. 
1. Introduction 
The study of maximal sized sets of points in finite projective spaces, no three of 
which are collinear, was initiated in 1947 by Bose [4] in connection with experimental 
design. In particular, Bose considered these sets of points in spaces of dimension two 
and three. In this survey, we review the known results about such sets in the (finite) 
three-dimensional projective space. Accordingly, we denote by PG(n, q) for n >/2 and 
q ~> 2 the (finite) n-dimensional projective space over the field GF(q) where q is 
a prime power. 
Following the definitions of Segre ([28] and others), a k-cap of PG(n, q) is a set of 
k points of PG(n, q), no three of which are collinear. Also, an ovaloid of PG(n, q) is 
a k-cap of maximum size. When n = 2, a k-cap is called a k-arc. For a discussion of 
k-arcs, see [6] or [14]. 
The size of an ovaloid in PG(3,q) with q odd was determined in 1947 by Bose [4]. 
However, the argument for q even was somewhat more complicated and was given for 
q = 4 by Seiden [30] in 1950 and for all even q by Qvist [26] in 1952. In each case, 
except q = 2, an example of an ovaloid is provided by the set of points of an elliptic 
quadric (see Example 1.4 (1)). 
Theorem 1.1 (Bose [41, Seiden [30] and Qvist [26]). l fq  > 2 then the maximum value 
of k such that there exists a k-cap in PG(3,q) is q2 + 1. 
The exceptional case is PG(3, 2). In this case q2 + 1 = 5 but the complement of 
a plane is an 8-cap. Consequently, in the following, we assume q > 2. 
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Since no three points of a k-cap ~ff of PG(n,q) are collinear, the lines of PG(n,q) 
fall into three classes with respect o o~f'. An external ine contains no point of :,~ff, 
a tangent line contains exactly one point of of" and a secant line contains exactly two 
points of ~e'. Following Tits [34] in 1962, an ovoid is a k-cap of PG(n,q) such that 
the union of the tangent lines at a point P e ~ is a hyperplane. Tits counts the 
number of points of an ovoid, and states a condition on n so that PG(n,q) admits 
ovoids. 
Lemma 1.2 (Tits [34], see [6]). I f  PG(n, q) has an ovoid then n <~ 3. Further, an ovoid in 
PG(n, q) has q"-1 + I points. 
Thus in PG(3, q), with q > 2, the notions of ovaloid and ovoid coincide. The next 
lemma gives some properties of an ovoid in PG(3, q) for q > 2. These properties were 
found as lemmas in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 below. 
Lemma 1.3 (Barlotti [2,3] and Panella [21]). Let ~r be an ovoid in PG(3,q) with 
q>2.  
(i) At each point P of ~,~f~, the q + 1 tangent lines to ~ lie in a plane, called the 
tangent plane to :;ff at P. Thus :;f" admits q2 + 1 tangent planes. 
(ii) Every plane of PG(3, q) is either a tangent plane or else meets ~ in a (q + 1)-arc. 
Such a plane is called a secant plane of ;~f. 
The only known examples of ovoids in PG(3, q), q > 2, fall into two infinite classes. 
The first provides 'classical' examples of ovoids in PG(3, q) for all values ofq while the 
examples of the second infinite class exist only when q is even and not a square. The 
ovoid of the second class for q = 8 was discovered in 1959 by Segre [29] while the 
infinite class was first constructed by Tits [33] in 1960. In fact Segre [29] gave 
sufficient conditions for a non-elliptic quadric ovoid to exist in PG(3, q), and showed 
that these conditions were satisfied when q = 8 but were not satisfied when q = 16. 
H/iring and Heise [12] in 1979 showed that these conditions cannot be satisfied when 
q > 8. Fellegara [7] in 1962 showed that the ovoids in PG(3, 8) constructed by Segre 
and by Tits coincide. 
Example 1.4. 
(1) The elliptic quadrics. A non-degenerate quadric in PG(3, q) is the set of points 
X (written as column vectors) which satisfy a homogeneous quadratic equation 
XtTX = 0 where the 4 x 4 matrix T is non-singular. An elliptic quadric in PG(3, q) is 
a quadrie of projective dimension 0, where the projective dimension of a quadric is the 
maximum dimension of subspaces lying on it. There is a single orbit of elliptic 
quadrics under the homography group PGL(4, q), and we can take as a representative 
the set of points: 
{(t 2 + st + as2,1,s,t): s, t eGF(q)} w {(1,0,0,0)}, 
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where  .x 2 ÷ X ÷ a is irreducible over GF(q). The stabiliser in PGL(4, q) of an elliptic 
quadric is PO(4,q), acting 3-transitively on its points. (See [15, 15.3; 6, 1.4.40].) 
(2) The Tits ovoids [29,33]. Consider the generalised quadrangle W(q) whose 
points are the totally isotropic one-dimensional subspaces and whose lines are the 
totally isotropic two-dimensional subspaces of GF(q) 4 with respect to a non-degener- 
ate alternating form. The incidence is inclusion. A polarity of W(q) is an incidence 
preserving bijection of order 2 which interchanges points and lines. An absolute point 
of a polarity is a point which is incident with its image. Now W(q) admits a polarity if 
and only if q = 2 h where h is odd [34]. In this case the Tits ovoid is the set of all 
absolute points of a polarity of W(q) [35]. There is a single orbit of Tits ovoids under 
PFL(4, q), a representative of which is given by 
{(t ° + st + s °+E, 1,s,t): s,t ~ GF(q)} w {(1,0,0,0)}, 
where a e Aut GF(q) is such that g2 _ 2 (modq-  1). The stabiliser in PGL(4,q) of 
a Tits ovoid is the Suzuki group Sz(q) acting 2-transitively on its points. (see [15, 16.4; 
6, 1.4.56].) 
Finally, we make some remarks about the secant plane sections of the known 
classes of ovoids. From Lemma 1.3, we have seen that a secant plane meets an ovoid in 
the points of a (q + 1)-arc, and we call a (q + 1)-arc an oval. Examples of ovals in 
PG(2, q) are the conics and the translation ovals as follows. A conic is a set of points 
equivalent under PFL(3,q) to the set of points 
d'(2) = {(1, t, t2): t ~ GF(q)} w {(0,0, 1)} 
and if q = 2 h then a translation oval is a set of points equivalent under PFL(3, q) to the 
set of points 
g(2") = {(1,t, t2") : t~ GF(q)} w {(0,0, 1)}, 
where (m, h) = 1. In particular, a conic is a translation oval and a translation oval is an 
example of a larger class of ovals called monomial ovals, which are equivalent under 
PFL(3, q) to 
8(b) = {(1, t, tb): t e GF(q)} w {(0,0,1)} 
for some integer b. 
Lemma 1.5 (Tits [34]). (i) The plane sections of an elliptic quadric are all conics. 
(ii) The plane sections of a Tits ovoid are all translation ovals with 2 m = ~. 
2. The classification of ovoids in PG(3, q), Part I 
Recall that when q is odd or is an even square, there is only one type of ovoid known 
to exist, namely the elliptic quadrics. However, in PG(3,q) with q even hut not 
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a square, there are two types of ovoids known, the elliptic quadrics and the Tits 
ovoids. It is natural to ask if there are any more examples of ovoids to be found. 
The first contribution to the answer of this question was given in 1955 by Barlotti 
[2] and independently b Panella [21] who showed that there are no more ovoids in 
PG(3, q) when q is odd. 
Theorem 2.1 (Barlotti [2] and Panella [21]). Every ovoid in PG(3, q), with q odd, is an 
elliptic quadric. 
In fact, Barlotti noticed that his proof was also valid in the case q = 4, hence the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2 (Barlotti [3]). Every ovoid in PG(3,4) is an elliptic quadric. 
Fellegara, in 1962, used a computer search to show that every ovoid in PG(3, 8) 
belongs to one of the known classes. This result has recently been obtained by Penttila 
and Praeger [23], without the use of a computer, as a corollary of a more general 
theorem, Theorem 6.1. 
Theorem 2.3 (Fellegara [7] and Penttila and Praeger [23]). Every ovoid in PG(3, 8) is 
either an elliptic quadric or a Tits ovoid. 
3. Characterisation of ovoids by the nature of their plane sections, Part I 
Since each secant plane section of an ovoid is an oval, the nature of the ovals 
occurring as secant plane sections in an ovoid must influence directly the nature of the 
ovoid. In fact this was the basic idea of Barlotti's proof [2] that every ovoid in 
PG(3, q), with q odd, is an elliptic quadric. The proof uses only Lemma 1.3 and the fact 
that the points of the ovoid on a secant plane form a conic. Thus Barlotti actually 
showed the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 (Barlotti [3, 5.2.7]). An ovoid in PG(3,q), where q > 2, such that every 
secant plane section is a (non-degenerate) conic must be an elliptic quadric. 
Since every oval in PG(2,q) for q odd and q = 4 is a conic (see [27; 15, 8.4.1]), it is 
clear that Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 follow as immediate corollaries of Theorem 3.1. In fact 
it is not necessary to require every plane section of an ovoid to be a conic in order to 
obtain the same conclusion. Segre [29] in 1959 showed the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2 (Segre [29]). An ovoid in PG(3,q), where q >>. 8, which contains at least 
(q3 _ q2 + 2q)/2 conics must be an elliptic quadric. 
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The next characterisations of ovoids by the nature of their plane sections were 
proved using connections with related objects, spreads and inversive planes. A spread 
of PG(3, q) is a set of q2 + 1 pairwise disjoint lines, and a spread is regular if it contains 
the regulus determined by any three of its lines (see [6,5.1]). If I and m are lines of 
a spread 6e in PG(3, q), the spread is regular with respect o I and m if it contains the 
regulus determined by l, m and n for any line n of 6P. 
Prohaska and Walker [25] in 1977 showed that if a spread of PG(3, q), q even, is 
regular with respect o some pair of its lines, then the spread must be regular. 
Now we interpret his as a result about ovoids, using the generalised quadrangle 
W(q) introduced in Example 1.4 (2). For the details and needed results, see [6, 25, 22, 
31, 15, 15.4]. It is known that an ovoid (respectively a spread) of PG(3, q) is an ovoid 
(respectively spread) of W(q). When q is even, W(q) is self-dual and we let tr be 
a duality of W(q). Then tr maps an ovoid in W(q) to a spread in W(q). In particular, 
tr maps an elliptic quadric in PG(3, q) (as an ovoid in W(q)) to a regular spread in 
PG(3,q) (as a spread in W(q)). A conic in a plane in PG(3,q) is mapped by a to 
a regulus in PG(3, q). Hence the condition that a spread be regular with respect o 
a pair of lines is equivalent to the condition that the plane sections of an ovoid on 
a fixed secant line be conics. Thus when the result of Prohaska nd Walker is viewed 
as a result about ovoids, it strengthens Theorem 3.2 as follows. 
Theorem 3.3 (Prohaska nd Walker [25]). An ovoid in PG(3,q), where q > 2 is even, 
such that each plane section on a given secant line is a conic must be an elliptic quadric. 
We now show the connection between ovoids in PG(3, q) and inversive planes of 
order q. An inversive plane of order q is a 3 - (q2 + 1, q + 1, 1) design. Given an ovoid 
6 in PG(3, q) the incidence structure with points the points of the ovoid, blocks or 
circles the secant plane sections of the ovoid and incidence that of PG(3, q) is an 
inversive plane of order q. An inversive plane isomorphic to one arising from this 
construction is called egglike. Dembowski in 1963 showed that an inversive plane of 
even order is egglike (see [6, 6.2.14]). Thus the classification of ovoids in PG(3, q), for 
q even, is equivalent to the classification of inversive planes of order q. 
Under the above construction of an inversive plane from an ovoid, an elliptic 
quadric gives rise to a Miquelian inversive plane and a Tits ovoid gives rise to 
a Suzuki-Tits plane. Glynn [8] in 1984 showed that an inversive plane is either 
Miquelian, Suzuki-Tits or is of Hering type 1.1 (see 1-13]). Theorem 3.3 follows as 
a corollary, as does the next result. 
Theorem 3.4 (Glynn [8]). An ovoid in PG(3,q), where q > 2 is even, such that each 
plane section on a given tangent line is a conic must be an elliptic quadric. 
The arguments used by Barlotti and Segre to prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 were 
direct arguments focussing on the properties of conics and of elliptic quadrics. 
Prohaska nd Walker based their proof on properties of spreads in PG(3, q) and the 
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result of Thas [32] that a flock of a ruled quadric in a three-dimensional projective 
space of even order is linear. Glynn gave a new representation f an ovoid and hence 
of an inversive plane of even order as an ovaloid (note that Giynn's definition differs 
from that of Segre given in Section 1). Glynn then used detailed computations in
GF(q) to achieve his result. 
4. Recent results on ovoids in PG(3, q), q even 
The study of ovoids in PG(3, q), where q is even, has undergone rapid advancement 
in the past five years or so. The new idea, first appearing in [23], was to look at an 
ovoid from a different point of view, making use of theorems of Segre [29] in 1959 and 
Thas [31] in 1972 to convert questions about ovoids to questions about sets of points 
with respect o a certain form on the underlying vector space GF(q) 4. 
In order to state Segre's theorem, we need a few results about k-arcs in PG(2,q). 
When q is odd the maximum k for which there exists a k-arc is q + 1, so the maximum 
sized k-arcs are the ovals. However, when q is even there exist (q + 2)-arcs, or 
hyperovals, and q + 2 is the maximum k such that there exist k-arcs. When q is even, 
there is a unique point, the nucleus, which can be adjoined to an oval to give 
a hyperoval. 
Theorem 4.1 (Segre [29]). Let (9 be an ovoid in PG(3,q) where q > 2 is even. Then 
(9 determines a symplectic polarity tr of PG(3, q) which interchanges each tangent plane 
of(9 with its point of tangency and interchanges ach secant plane with the nucleus of the 
oval rt n (9 (for a discussion of polarities, see [6, 1.4]). 
Corollary 4.2 (Penttila and Praeger [23]). Let (9 and tr be as in Theorem 4.l, and let 
P and Q be distinct points of PG(3, q). Then P ~ Q" if and only if the line PQ is 
tangent o (9. 
As in [6, 1.4.38], Theorem 4.1 means that an ovoid (9 of PG(3, q) determines, up to 
a scalar multiple, a non-degenerate alternating form (,) on the underlying vector space 
GF(q) 4 such that po is p.L, where P± = {Q e PG(3,q)](P,Q) = 0}. Note that here we 
are representing a point of PG(3, q) as an element of GF(q) 4. Two points P and Q are 
perpendicular with respect to this form if(P, Q) = 0. Thus it follows from Corollary 4.2 
that two points are perpendicular with respect o this form if and only if they lie on 
a tangent line to the ovoid. In particular, no two points of the ovoid are perpendicular. 
As a converse, Thas [31] in 1972 proved the following result. 
Theorem 4.3 (Thas [31]). A set o f  q 2 q- 1 points of PG(3, q) where q > 2 is even, no two 
perpendicular with respect o a fixed non-degenerate alternating form, is an ovoid. 
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Hence an ovoid in PG(3, q), for q > 2 even, is a set of q2 + 1 points of PG(3, q), no 
two perpendicular with respect to a fixed non-degenerate alternating form on the 
underlying GF(q) 4. 
The approach taken by Penttila and Praeger 1-23] is the following: choose a non- 
degenerate alternating form (,) on GF(q) 4 with associated polarity _1_. The ovoid (9 is 
a set of q2 + 1 points, no two perpendicular with respect o (,). In particular, for each 
point P e (9, 
p l  n (9 = {P}.  
Hence if P is a point known to be on (9, all points of P±\{P} are known NOT to 
be on (9. 
Let P e (9, so that P± is the tangent plane to (9 at P. Then any plane not on P meets 
P"  in a line external to • (since P is the only point of (9 in P±). 
Let 7tl and n2 be secant planes of(9, and let the ovals r h c~ (9 and n2 n (9 have nuclei 
N1 and N2 (note that N~ = rc~ and N2 = rt~ by Theorem 4.1, and that N1 :~ N2 as 
rq ~: re2). Suppose further that rt2 passes through N~. Then nl c~ n2 is a line on N1 so is 
tangent o rq on (9; hence it is also tangent o (9 and so to rt2 ~ (9. 
Let I be a line in n 2 on N,. Since N~ e I ___ rcz, we have that n2 l = N 2 6 l" ___ r h = N~. 
Thus l ± is a line in rq c~ N2. Similarly, ifm is a line in rtl on N2 then m ± is a line in 7r2 on 
N~. So the polarity _1_ interchanges lines in 7t2 on N~ with lines in rh on N2. 
We consider the q/2 lines in nl on N2 which are secant o n~ ~ (9 (and which are 
therefore distinct from rq n r~2). Let P, Q be points of nl c~ (9 such that I = N2P = PQ 
is a secant of rc~ n (9. Then l ± = P± n Q±. Since Q± is a plane, not on P (for P, Q e (9 
implies P_J_Q); so P"  ~ Q± is a line which must be external to (9, by the above. 
Hence we have shown that the q/2 lines I in n~ on N2 which are secant o rh c~ (9 are 
mapped by the polarity ± to q/2 lines in zt2 on N~, which are external to r~2 n (9. Thus 
the knowledge of one plane section rt~ n (9 imposes a condition on a second plane 
section n2 n (9. In particular, suppose that nl c~ (9 and r~2 are known. Then the points 
N~, N2 and Q = rh n rt2 c~ (9 are known, as is the set S of q/2 lines on N1 which are the 
images under _1_ of the secants to rq n (9 on N2. We have shown that rt2 c~ (9 must be 
an oval through Q with nucleus N2 and with S as its set of external ines on N1. This 
imposes some restrictions on the oval n2 c~ (9. 
In the case that rh c~ (9 is a known translation oval and rt2 n (9 is assumed to be 
a translation oval also, Penttila and Praeger [23] were able to extract some informa- 
tion about the nature of 7t2 c~ (9, sufficient for their purposes. 
An equivalent definition of a translation oval is an oval invariant under a group of 
elations of order q such that all elations have a common axis 1 (see [14, 8.5]). Then I is 
called an axis of the oval. Every tangent line of a conic is an axis while a non-conic 
translation oval has a unique axis. For example, the translation oval 8(2") has axis 
X~0.  
Lemma 4.4 (The External Lines Lemma 1-23]). Let (91 be a translation oval of 
PG(2, q), q even, with nucleus N1, and let I be an axis of (91. Let Q be the point of (91 on 
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I and let P be another point of l, distinct from Q and Nt. Suppose that (92 is a translation 
oval containing Q such that its nucleus N2 is a point of l distinct from P. I f  every line on 
P external to (gt is also external to (92 then l is an axis 0f(92. 
The main results of Penttila and Praeger 123] are given in Theorem 6.1. 
In the above notation, let PG(2, q) = rr2 and let (92 = n2 n (9. Now zq n (9 is 
a known plane section of the ovoid (9 and Penttila and Praeger defined (9~ to be the 
image of ~1 n (9 under a certain homography mapping rq to r~2. The condition 
expressed by the External Lines Lemma involves external lines to each oval on a given 
point. However, since (gt is a translation oval and P is a point on its axis, there is 
a homography mapping the external lines to (9~ on P to the secant lines to (9~ on P. 
Thus, if a different homography mapping nl to re2 and rc~ n (9 to (9~ were chosen, the 
condition could be expressed in terms of secant lines of one oval and external lines of 
the other. It is this second version which generalises to the case of ovals which are not 
necessarily translation ovals. 
The following definitions are developed by O'Keefe and Penttila in [18, 19]. The 
argument that shows that two ovals appearing as plane sections of an ovoid for planes 
on a given tangent line are compatible as defined below is given by Glynn and Penttila 
[10] as part of a representation theorem for ovoids, Theorem 4.5. 
Let (91 and (92 be ovals of PG(2, q) and let P be a point of PG(2, q) not on either of 
the ovals and distinct from their nuclei. Then (91 and (92 are compatible at P if they 
have the same nucleus, they have a point Q in common, the line PQ is a tangent line to 
each oval and every secant line to (gt on P is external to (gv As a consequence, very 
external line to (91 on P is a secant line to (92. 
A pencil of an ovoid (9 is the set of secant plane sections to that ovoid for planes on 
a fixed tangent line. 
Theorem 4.5 (The Plane Equivalent Theorem [10]). An ovoid of PG(3, q) is equiva- 
lent to a set of q ovals (9s, s in GF(q), of PG(2, q) all with nucleus (0, 1, 0), satisfying 
(9~ n (9t = {(0,0, 1)} for all s # t in GF(q), and such that (9~ and (9t are compatible at 
(0, 1,s + t). Moreover, each pencil of the ovoid (9 gives rise to such a set, and for each 
plane zr of the pencil there is a parameterization f the planes ~ of the pencil, s E GF(q), 
such that 7to = rr and there is a homography Ms taking ~ n (9 to (9~ and the tangent line 
of the pencil to the line { (x, y,z): x = 0}. 
The image under a collineation of such a set of ovals is called a fan of ovals and the 
image of {(x, y,z): x = 0} is called the common tangent. 
In order to investigate ovoids using the Plane Equivalent Theorem 4.5, we are led to 
study pairs of ovals which are compatible at a point P. We can apply a collineation of 
the plane so that one of the ovals has canonical form, then the other oval is the image 
under a collineation of an oval in canonical form. To investigate the implications of 
compatibility on the canonical forms of the ovals involved, let (gt and (92 be ovals and 
Pt and P2 be points of PG(2, q), where PI is distinct from the points of (gt and from its 
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nucleus and similarly P2 is distinct from the points of 02 and from its nucleus. We say 
that (PI, (91) matches with (P2, (92) if there is a collineation #such that g(91 and (92 are 
compatible at P2 and gPI = P2. 
If(P1, (91) and (P2, (92) are matching point-oval pairs with associated collineation g, 
then g maps PI to P2. It follows that g induces a map from the quotient space of lines 
through P1 to the quotient space of lines through P2. 
The ideas to compatibility and matching focus our attention on a configuration 
consisting of a point P and three types of lines through P: the tangent, external 
lines and secant lines to an oval (9. We will often be concerned with what such 
a configuration determines about the possible ovals (9. For this reason the local 
stabiliser was introduced, as follows. First, let P be a point of PG(2,q). The 
group G = PFL(3, q)~ induced on the lines through P is isomorphic to PFL(2, q). 
Let H be a subgroup of G. The local stabiliser of (P, (9) in H is the subgroup 
of H stabilising the configuration of tangent, external and secant lines to the oval 
(9 on the point P. Note in particular that we do not require that (9 be stabilised. It 
also follows that the local stabiliser of (P,(9) in H stabilises the tangent line 
to (9 through P so that if this line has parameter 0o in a non-homogeneous 
parameterisation then the local stabiliser of (P, (9) in H is identified with a subgroup 
of AFL(1,q). 
Lemma 4.6 (O'Keefe and Penttila [18]). Suppose that ( P1, (91) matches with (P2, (92)f Or 
points P1 and P2 and ovals (91 and (92 ofPG(2,q), q even. Then the local stabiliser HI of 
(PI,(91) in H is conjugate in AFL(1,q) to the local stabiliser H E of  (P2,(g2) in H, for 
H = AFLG(1,q), AGL(1,q) and T, where T is the group of all translations x ~--~x + b 
for some b • GF(q). 
The previous lemma is the basis of many of the arguments given in the classification 
of ovoids which have been proved since the Plane Equivalent Theorem 4.5, see 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. 
5. Classification of ovoids in PG(3, q), Part II 
The Plane Equivalent Theorem was proved while work on the classification of 
ovoids in PG(3, 16) was in progress, see [17, 18]. It was known that an oval in 
PG(2, 16) was either a conic, a non-conical translation oval or a Lunelli-Sce 
oval, see [11] and later [16]. In 1990, O'Keefe and Penttila [17] performed a 
complete computer search for matching point-oval pairs in PG(2, 16). They then 
assumed that an ovoid contained a Lunelli-Sce oval and applied the plane 
equivalent theorem. A second computer program using the matching information 
and only three ovals of the fan showed that such a fan was impossible. It was then 
straightforward to complete the classification of ovoids in PG(3,16). Later 
O'Keefe and Penttila [18] refined their techniques, using Lemma 4.6. The idea was 
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to calculate the local stabilisers of point-oval pairs (P, (9) for each point P and 
each oval (9 in PG(3,q). In fact it was not necessary to calculate all of these; for 
example, given a fixed oval (9, only one representative point from each orbit of 
the stabiliser in PFL(4, q) needs to be considered. Application of the Plane Equiva- 
lent Theorem, again to three ovals of a fan only, gives the result, without he use of 
a computer. 
Theorem 5.1 (O'Keefe and Penttila [17, 18]). Every ovoid in PG(3, 16) is an elliptic 
quadric. 
An interesting corollary is the fact that there are ovals in PG(2, 16) which do not lie 
in any ovoid (the Lunelli-Sce ovals and the non-conical translation ovals). This is the 
first example of such a result. 
As this survey was still in preparation, Penttila and Royle [24] completed a
computer search which gave the classification of hyperovals (and hence of ovals) in 
PG(3, 32). The techniques developed above in the case of q = 16 were then applied to 
classify ovoids in PG(3, 32), with the aid of a computer, see [20]. 
The result hinges on the observation that if there is an ovoid containing a given 
oval d~ then the point-oval pair (P, (9) must have a matching point-oval pair for 
every point P of PG(2,q) not on (9 and distinct from its nucleus. For if P is 
such a point, let l be the unique tangent o 6 on P so that l is a tangent of the 
ovoid. Now the Plane Equivalent Theorem 4.5 implies that there is a fan with 
(90 = (9 and l as common tangent. In particular, there is an oval (9~ in the fan 
which is compatible with (9 at P and hence (P,(9) has a matching point-oval 
pair. 
The above idea and a computer search showed that the only ovals of PG(2, 32) 
which could possibly appear in an ovoid were the conics, the translation ovals 8(tr) 
where a e Aut GF(32) is such that tr 2 = 2 (mod q - 1) and finally the translation ovals 
8(4). (However if P is a point not on the axis of 8(4), then all point-oval pairs 
matching with (P, 8(4)) had already been shown not to appear in an ovoid, hence 8(4) 
cannot appear in an ovoid.) Thus if an oval of PG(2, 32) appears as a plane section of 
an ovoid it must be a translation oval. Let (9 be one such translation oval appearing as 
a plane section of an ovoid in PG(3, 32), and let I be an axis of (9. Now the application 
of the Plane Equivalent Theorem 4.5 to the planes on l and Theorem 6.1 show the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2 (O'Keefe et al. [20]). Every ovoid in PG(3, 32) is either an elliptic quadric 
or a Tits ovoid. 
The methods used to classify ovoids in PG(3, q) for odd q and even q ~< 32 relied 
heavily on the classification of ovals in PG(2, q) for the same value q. This classifica- 
tion is currently only known for odd q and even q ~< 32. 
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6. Characterisation of ovoids by the nature of their plane sections, Part II 
Penttila and Praeger [23] adopted the new point of view on ovoids suggested by 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. They proceeded to exhibit a form explicitly and used the crucial 
External Lines Lemma (Lemma 4.4) and detailed computations over GF(q) to obtain 
their main results. They were able to strengthen Theorem 3.4 by assuming only that 
the plane sections on a given tangent line are all translation ovals, but assuming also 
that the tangent line is an axis of one of the plane sections, Theorem 6.1 below. Note 
that in this situation, by Lemma 4.4 the tangent line is an axis of each plane section. 
The corresponding generalisation f Theorem 3.3 gives the conclusion under stronger 
hypotheses (Theorem 6.2 below). 
Theorem 6.1 (Penttila nd Praeger [23]). Suppose that (9 is an ovoid in PG(3, q), where 
q > 2 is even, and that 7t is a secant plane such that rt c~ (9 is a translation oval. Let l be 
an axis of  rt n (9. Suppose that each secant plane to (9 on I meets (9 in a translation oval. 
Then (9 is either an elliptic quadric or a Tits ovoid. 
Theorem 6.2 (Glynn et al. [9]). Suppose that (9 is an ovoid in PG(3,q), where q > 2 is 
even, and that 1 is a secant line to (9 which meets (9 in the points P and Q. Suppose further 
that every plane on l meets (9 in a translation oval with the same associated automor- 
phism ct, and that at least one of  P and Q lies on an axis in at least one of  the planes. Then 
(9 is either an elliptic quadric or a Tits ovoid. 
We have seen the assumptions that certain plane sections of an ovoid are conics 
(Theorems 3.1-3.4) weakend to allow translation ovals (Theorems 6.1 and 6.2). In the 
case of plane sections on a tangent line, Theorem 6.1 assumes the tangent line is an 
axis of one plane section and hence of each plane section. O'Keefe and Penttila [19] 
have obtained the corresponding result under the assumption that all plane sections 
are translation ovals and the tangent line is not an axis of one plane section, and hence 
is not an axis of any plane section by Lemma 4.4. 
Theorem 6.3 (O'Keefe and Penttila [19]). Suppose that (9 is an ovoid in PG(3, q), where 
q > 2 is even, and that rt is a secant plane such that ~ c~ (9 is a translation oval. Let I be 
a tanoent ofrt c~ (9 which is not an axis of  re c~ (9. Suppose that each secant plane to (9 on 
l meets (9 in a translation oval. Then (9 is either an elliptic quadric or a Tits ovoid. 
The unique completion of a translation oval is a translation hyperoval, and perhaps 
the next step is to allow ovals contained in such a translation hyperoval. The class of 
ovals contained in a translation hyperoval contains the translation ovals but contains 
non-translation vals for q/> 32. Using the Plane Equivalent Theorem, Lemma 4.6 
and technical arguments about local stabilisers in GF(q), O'Keefe and Penttila [19] 
have shown that if each plane section of an ovoid is an oval contained in a translation 
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hyperoval then each plane section must in fact be a translation oval. Theorems 6.1 and 
6.3 finish off the argument. 
Theorem 6.4 (O'Keefe and Penttila [19]). Let • be an ovoid in PG(3, q), where q > 2. 
I f  each secant plane meets (9 in an oval which is contained in a translation hyperoval, 
then ~ is an elliptic quadric or a Tits ovoid. 
Generalising in another direction, Glynn et al. [9] aimed to show that if each plane 
section of an ovoid on a given tangent line is a monomial oval then the ovoid must be 
an elliptic quadric or a Tits ovoid. However they had to make some extra hypotheses, 
namely that each such plane section was equivalent to ~(n) for the same n, and some 
technical assumptions on the ovoid. These assumptions were equivalent o the 
assumption that the ovoid was of the form 
d) = {(g(s) + st + t ~, 1,s,t)ls, t ~ GF(q)} w {(1,0,0,0)} 
for some integer n and function g, and that the ovoid has associated form 
x~y2 + xEy~ + x3y4 + xgy3 = 0. Again, the Plane Equivalent Theorem, compatibility 
and technical arguments in GF(q) imply that the ovoid satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 6.1. 
Theorem 6.5 (Glynn et al. [9]). An ovoid ~ = {(g(s) + st + t n, 1,s,t) ls, t ~ GF(q)} w 
{(1, 0, 0, 0)} ( for  some integer n and bijection g satisfying (O) = 0), with associated form 
x ly  2 + x2y  1 + x3y  4 + x4y  3 = 0 is an elliptic quadric or a Tits ovoid. 
7. Remarks 
We have seen that an ovoid in PG(3, q) gives rise to an inversive plane, and, if q is 
even, to a spread of PG(3, q) and hence to a translation plane (see [6]). By a construc- 
tion of Tits appearing in [6, 7.3], an ovoid in PG(3, q) also gives rise to a generalised 
quadrangle T3(d~) of order (q, q2). 
In this survey we have been concerned only with the characterisation f ovoids by 
the ovals which can occur as plane sections. For characterisations i  terms of their 
automorphism groups, see for example, [1, 34, 36]. 
The classification of ovoids in PG(3, q) for q > 2 has so far proceeded a step behind 
the classification of hyperovals (and hence ovals) in the plane of the same order, so 
that all possible plane sections of an ovoid are known. In general the classification of 
ovals in PG(2,q) would seem to be a very difficult problem. What is needed is 
a theorem of the form: if an oval appears as a plane section of an ovoid, then it has 
certain properties. Then classifying ovals with these properties would hopefully be 
easier than classifying all ovals, and the result would be that all possible plane sections 
of an ovoid are known. The only such result known to the author is the following, due 
to Bruen and Thas [5] in 1975. 
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Theorem 7.1 (Bruen and Thas [5]). Let (~ be an oval of PG(2, q) which can be embedded 
in an ovoid ofPG(3,q) .  I f l  = {P1,P2 .. . . .  Pq-l} is a set of  q - 1 points of  PG(2 ,q) \O 
such that any line PiPj, i # j, is a secant of  d), then the points all lie on one secant of t~. 
This theorem does not seem to have yet been used in the above strategy, In fact, 
Pentt i la and Royle (personal communicat ion)  have recently shown that Theorem 7.1 
cannot be used to show that a Lunel l i -Sce oval or a non-conical translat ion oval in 
PG(2, 16) does not occur as a secant plane section of an ovoid in PG(3, 16). (Note that 
this result is true by Theorem 5.1.) 
As for the characterisat ion f ovoids by the nature of the plane sections on a tan- 
gent line, the techniques used so far have concentrated on arguments about the 
trace map on GF(q). It would seem that the paper [19] has pushed this technique to 
its limit. 
Note added in proof. Reference [19] has been submitted as two papers. The first is 
titled "Ovoids with a pencil of translat ion ovals" and contains Theorem 6.3. The 
second, titled as [19], contains Theorem 6.4. 
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